
Grob G 103 C Twin III Acro


s/n: 	 	 	 34197

Registration:	 G - CLXH


Notes to Pilot Operating Handbook: 

This aircraft has not had modification AD 2006-057, OSB 315-66 (fuselage stiffening) carried out. MSB 
315-65 applies to this aircraft.


All aerobatics including spins are prohibited. 


Cloud flying is prohibited.


The POH has sections with different performance parameters depending on the modification status, in all 
cases you must follow those instructions for aircraft without this modification OSB 315-66.


The following important tables are reproduced verbatim from the POH 


Page 2.3A - Limiting airspeeds


Page 2.4A - ASI markings


Description Knots Note

Vne Never exceed speed in 
calm air

135

135

130

115

103

0ft - 6562ft

6563ft - 9842ft

9843ft - 16404ft

16405ft - 22966ft

22967ft - 29528ft

Vra Max. permissible speed in 
heavy turbulence 92 Never exceed this speed in heavy turbulence. There is heavy turbulence in lee-

waves, cumolonimbus etc.

Va Design manoeuvring speed 92 Do not make abrupt control movements above this speed. This might overload the 
structure.

Vw Max. winch launch speed 76 Do not exceed this speed during winch or autotow launching

Vt Max. aerotowing speed 92 Do not exceed this speed during aerotowing

Marking Knots Note

Green arc 43 - 100 Normal operating range (lower limit 1.1 Vs at max. weight and most forward 
C of G position. Upper limit reduced with MSB 315-65, refer to yellow line)

Yellow arc 100 - 151 Unvalid with MSB 315-65. Refer to red and yellow line.

Yellow line 92
Limitation of the speed in turbulence according to MSB 315-65

Above this speed up to Vne is not permitted to fly in turbulence and 
manoeuvres must be conducted with caution

Red line 135 Maximum speed for all operations (limited with MSB 315-65)

Yellow triangle 52 Approach speed at max. weight






























































































































































































































